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Abstract—This paper presents a set of simplified equations
based on a four-port scattering model, which accurately char-
acterizes four-pair twisted pair (eight-port) cabling systems for
high-speed digital telecommunication local area networks. These
equations are derived and simplified from two-stage cascaded
four-port -parameter matrices and verified experimentally.
Excellent agreement is obtained between the measurements and
computational results when the -parameters of the cabling
system components are known. These equations not only reduce
the computation burdens in comparison with traditional methods
for transmission matrix computations, but also provide intuition
of the contributions of the -parameters at each stage in the
net crosstalk, return loss, and insertion loss. Furthermore, these
equations can be used to compute the component specifications
when the system performance is specified, and to obtain the
deembedded system characteristics by subtracting the known
characteristics of adapters.

Index Terms—Four-port scattering parameters, twisted-pair ca-
bling system.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH THE recent advancements of digital technologies,
tremendous demands have been made to improve the

computer networking systems. Inside buildings, most current
local area networks (LAN’s) are built by interconnecting
workstations, personal computers, and telecommunication
hubs with cabling systems. These cabling systems are lossy
multiconductor transmission lines, in which high-speed digital
signals are always severely distorted after traveling through
the cabling systems. This distortion is due to the relative
small signal-to-noise ratio at the higher frequency spectra,
which results from both the enormous propagation attenu-
ation and pair-to-pair crosstalk. The small signal-to-noise
ratio at high-frequency spectra of imperfect cabling systems
limits the networking speed and increases the design profile
of networking interface circuitry, especially for echo and
crosstalk canceling and signal error corrections. The most
widely adopted cabling systems in LAN’s today are the
four-pair (eight conductors) twisted pair cables and connecting
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hardware, which are always characterized using scattering
parameters (-parameters), mainly in differential mode [1].
The cabling system qualifications are also done by measuring
the -parameters of the systems. Numerous field and laboratory
tests are done for installation qualification and system designs.
Therefore, there is a need to develop a simulation model to not
only predict cabling system performance when the components
are specified, but also to provide insights for the interactions
between the -parameters of each component in the system.

In most circuit simulators, the transmission matrix method
[2] is adopted to calculate the system performance of a cas-
caded multistage circuit when the component at each stage is
specified. For simulating a multiport cascaded system, the trans-
mission matrix at each stage, defined in voltage and current at
each port, is multiplied with the next stage, and the product ma-
trix of all transmission matrices represents the characteristics of
the cascaded multiport system. However, cabling components
and systems are characterized in scattering parameter [1] instead
of voltages and currents. In [3], methods are introduced to re-
express the transmission matrices in scattering parameters and
the transformation of transmission parameters to-parameters.
Therefore, the -parameter measurements of cabling compo-
nents can be used for simulation. Using the transmission matrix
method with transmission parameters for-parameter transfor-
mation to characterize a multistage cabling system, an 88
matrix operation is required. However, there are two major dis-
advantages when using the 88 transmission matrices to model
the cabling system. When evaluating the system’s crosstalks,
systems are often tested partially on the worst crosstalk pairs,
which are between the pair connected to contacts number 3
and 6 and the pair connected to contacts number 4 and 5 of an
RJ-45 connecting hardware. Therefore, the eight-port transmis-
sion matrix model is too cumbersome to predict the system per-
formance, especially when only the systems are partially tested.
In addition, the computed cascaded results cannot provide the
insights between the parameters of components at each junction,
which is very important information for component and system
designs to fine tune the component characteristics to meet the
system specifications.

In this paper, a four-port scattering parameter model is pre-
sented and verified to accurately predict all the test parameters
of two crosstalk pairs in a four-pair (eight-port) multistage cas-
caded cabling system. The proposed equations of this four-port
model are simplified from a two-stage cascaded four-port scat-
tering matrix. With this model, four-pair (eight-port) cabling
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Four-port scattering parameter model for: (a) unintary stage
transmission matrix and (b) two-stage cascaded transmission matrices.

systems are not only accurately modeled by a much simplified
four-port model, but also provide the insights of the interactions
between -parameters from each component. These equations
can be applied to obtained deembedded system performance
with the characteristics of known adapters and to compute com-
ponent characteristics to meet system specifications.

II. M ETHODOLOGY

The proposed four-port method is a simplified model based
on the characteristics of current cabling components. From
the current standards for cabling components outlined in
[4], the product of two or more crosstalks and the five or
more return losses (RL’s) are negligible within the whole
frequency spectra. When measuring the pair-to-pair crosstalk
in a four-pair twisted-pair system, the coupling coefficient is
measured by the ratio of the induced voltage on a quiet pair and
the exciting voltage on the excited pair. The induced voltages
on the other two quiet pairs of the four-pair twisted-pair system
have insignificant contribution on the pair-to-pair coupling of
the two pairs under study, because the product of two crosstalks
is negligible. Therefore, when modeling pair-to-pair crosstalks
in a four-pair twisted-pair system, a four-port (two-pair) model
can be used instead of using an eight-port model. However, the
characteristics of the original eight-port system still exist in
the characteristic impedance of each port and the pair-to-pair
coupling capacitance and inductance.

Using the above outlined simplification criteria, a four-port
transmission matrix model for modeling the crosstalk between
any two adjacent pairs of a four-pair twisted pair system is
shown in Fig. 1(a). The transmission matrix used in the pro-
posed four-port model is expressed in-parameters instead of
voltage and current. Therefore, to utilize the four-port transmis-

sion matrix method when the measurements are in-parame-
ters, the four-port transformations of-parameter matrix to the
transmission matrix and the transmission matrix to-parameter
matrix are necessary. The methodology can be found in [3]. The
transmission matrix in terms of-parameters is obtained from
the following two equations:

(1)

where is the -parameter matrix of a four-port system, is
the vector of the incident wave amplitude, andis the vector of
the reflected wave amplitude. The-parameter formated trans-
mission matrix may be defined as [3]

(2)

where the components and are the incident and reflected
wave amplitudes at port, respectively. The matrix is the
transmission matrix defined for-parameters. Utilizing Math-
ematica Version 5 to reexpress (1) into the format of (2), the

-parameter formated transmission matrixcan be obtained.
The first row of is then given by

(3a)

(3b)

(3c)

(3d)

where are associated with the reflection coeffi-
cients, and are associated with the transmission coeffi-
cients of the four-port model, and represent the near-end
coupling coefficients, and and are far-end coupling co-
efficients. However, (3) can be simplified by neglecting all the
product of any two or more crosstalk coefficients. Thus,

(4a)

(4b)

(4c)

(4d)
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. Signal-flow interpretations for: (a)Sn , (b) Sn , (c)Sn , and (d)Sn .

For a multistage four-port cascade system, the final transmission
matrix can be obtained by using

(5)

After cascading all the transmission matrices in a system, the
final transmission matrix is needed to be transformed into the
scattering matrix, which can be done by re-expressing (2) into
the format of (1). The first row of the-matrix in terms of trans-
mission parameters are shown in (6a)–(6d), at the bottom of the
following page.

To derive explicit expressions for the components of a mul-
tistage cascaded-matrix, the transmission matrices of arbi-
trary two stages and are cascaded and transformed to the
scattering matrix. The two-stage cascaded-matrix is simpli-
fied by using the simplification criteria outlined above. All the
simplifications and reorganizing of terms in matrices are done
using Mathematica Version 5. The four-port cascade model for
any two stages is shown in Fig. 1(b), when ports, , , and

represent two arbitrary crosstalk pairs in a four-pair cabling

system. The simplified -parameters of the two-stage cascaded
four-port model are introduced as follows, where denotes
the two-stage cascaded results of. The term, associ-
ated with the reflection coefficient at port, is

(7)

where represents the cascade results.
The term, associated with the transmission coefficient

between ports and , is

(8)

The , associated with the near-end coupling coefficient be-
tween port and , is expressed as

(9)
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Fig. 3. Device-under-test: a 94-m CAT 6 (up to 250 MHz) telecommunications
permanent link.

The , associated with the far-end coupling coefficient be-
tween port and , is

(10)

where and in the -parameters represent the first and second
stages, respectively, in a cascaded system. However, in compu-
tation, the previous two cascaded results can be treated as a new
stage and the next stage can be treated as. If only the charac-
teristics of the system worst crosstalk pairs in the cabling system
are studied, then the cascaded characteristics can be obtained
by applying (7)–(10) thorough all the stages directly. The full
characteristics of a multistage eight-port cascaded system can
be obtained by applying (9) and (10) to all the pair-to-pair com-
binations and by applying (7) and (8) to all of the four pairs.
Identical equations can also be obtained by using the signal-flow
graph method with Mason’s nontouching loop rules [5]. The
signal-flow interpretations of (7)–(10) are shown in Fig. 2.

From the signal-flow interpretation of (7)–(10) in Fig. 2, some
important concepts can be observed that also agree with mea-
surement experiences for cabling systems. The RL at each port
(pair) is determined primarily by the characteristic impedance
at each stage and junction mismatch, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The
crosstalks do not significantly impact the RL measurements.
The insertion loss (IL) is only determined by the IL at each
stage and the junction mismatch, as shown in Fig. 2(b), and
the crosstalks do not have an impact on the IL. As shown in

Fig. 2(c), the near-end cross talk (NEXT) is determined by the
NEXT at the first stage, and theNEXT at later stages are directly
added to the front stage after being attenuated by the IL at the
former stage, when the junction mismatch is small. From (9), the
relation betweenNEXT and far-end cross talk (FEXT) are also ob-
served. The signal reflected from the junction mismatch will be
added to theNEXT throughFEXT of the former stage. As shown
in Fig. 2(d), theFEXT is determined by the possible signal trans-
mission paths of the far end to the near end.NEXT’s are also
added to the cascadedFEXT when the junction is mismatched.
Therefore, the relations of the-parameters at each stage are
shown in (7)–(10), which may provide insights for both system
and component designs.

All the parameter used in (7)–(10) are in complex formats.
However, most component characteristics provided by manu-
facturers are magnitude measurements only, which are insuffi-
cient for (7)–(10). However, (7)–(10) can be rewritten in terms
of magnitudes in phase to predict the system worst-case perfor-
mance. The equations for worst-case predictions are expressed
as

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(6a)

(6b)

(6c)

(6d)
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(a) (b)

Fig. 4. RL of the link measurements and cascade computations at the front end. (a) Contacts 3 and 6. (b) Contacts 4 and 5.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5. IL of the link measurements and cascade computations measured from the front end. (a) Contacts 3 and 6 to the rear-end contacts 3 and 6. (b) Contacts 4
and 5 to the rear-end contacts 4 and 5.

Therefore, even when component characteristics are limited in
magnitude measurements, the system can be estimated for its
worst case utilizing (11)–(14).

III. V ALIDATIONS

A category 6 (CAT 6), used up to 200 or 250 MHz, telecom-
munication permanent link is built to verify the effectiveness
of these equations up to 300 MHz. The link consists of two
2-m patch cables at each end, two RJ-45 connectors, and 90-m
horizontal cable, as shown in Fig. 3. The test equipment is an
HP 8753 D network analyzer with two baluns at each port. For

link testing, the patch cable ends are modified to four test lead
pairs to connect with baluns in the network analyzer setup. The
link is partially tested at the worst crosstalk pairs, which are
the pair of connector contact 3 and 6 and the pair of connector
contacts 4 and 5. After the link testing is done, the system
is divided into five individual stages, which are two patch
cables, two connectors, and the horizontal cable. The individual
components are measured under the same procedures. The
cascade and worst-case predictions of the link performance
is computed using the measurement results at each stage in
(7)–(10) and in (11)–(14). Due to the symmetrical structure
of the telecommunication link, only the system measurements
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Fig. 6. Near-end crosstalk loss of link measurements and cascade
computations measured between the front-end contacts 3 and 6 and contacts
4 and 5.

Fig. 7. Far-end crosstalk loss of the link measurements and the cascade
computations measured from the front-end contacts 3 and 6 to the rear-end
contacts 4 and 5.

and computational results at the front end, the information
outlet, are shown in Figs. 4–8. The effectiveness of (7)–(10) is
proven. The slight differences in RL between measurement and
cascaded results are expected, which are due to the changes
in the effective cable length of each cable after dividing the
link. When measuring each stage, portions of the cables are
modified into test lead pairs for the connection between the
device-under-test and baluns. In this verification measurement,
12 in of cables are modified into test leads. This change is
mainly shown in the input impedance of each cable. However,
for IL’s, NEXT losses, andFEXT losses, the influences due to
the changes of the effective cable lengths are not significant.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. Transmission phase differences between the link measurements and
cascade computations measured: (a) from the front-end contacts 3 and 6 to the
rear-end contacts 3 and 6 and (b) from the front-end contacts 4 and 5 to the rear
end contacts 4 and 5.

The equations can accurately model the magnitude and phase
of the cascaded system. When evaluating digital systems, delay
and delay skew are also important considerations. Equations
(11)–(14) also show the effectiveness for the system worst-case
predictions. For IL measurements, the computational results
from (8) and (12) have very slight differences. Therefore, for
IL predictions, (12) with magnitude measurements is very
effective and efficient. For other test parameters, the differ-
ences between complex models and worst-case predictions
are detectable. At some frequency points, the computational
results from the complex cascade model and the worst-case
predictions are overlapped on each other, which means all the
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vectors are almost in phase at that frequency. However, both the
system measurements and cascaded computations are worse
than the worst-case prediction results. The delay of the system
is determined by the phase change of the system transmission.
Fig. 8 shows insignificant difference between the phase of the
link measurement and the phase on the cascaded computation.
Therefore, (7)–(10) are a very accurate and intuitive model
for current cabling systems. Equations (11)–(14) can also
provide effective predictions when information of components
is limited in magnitude measurements.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Simplified equations based on a four-port scattering param-
eter model for simulating cabling systems are presented and ver-
ified in this paper. These equations provide accurate cascade re-
sults when components are known and insights of the interac-
tions between -parameters at each stage. In additions, when
measurements of the system and the adapter are available, the
deembedded system characteristics are also obtainable by re-ex-
pressing (7)–(10). These derived equations can be applied to
multiport systems when the product of two or more crosstalks
and the product of five or more RL’s are considered negligible.
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